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Abstract
There has been much recent progress in constructing cryptosystems that maintain their security
without requiring uniform randomness and perfect secrecy. These schemes are motivated by a diverse
set of problems such as providing resilience to side-channel leakage, using weak physical sources of
randomness as secret keys, and allowing deterministic encryption for high-entropy messages. The
study of these problems has significantly deepened our understanding of how randomness is used in
cryptographic constructions and proofs.
Nevertheless, despite this progress, some basic and seemingly achievable security properties have
eluded our reach. For example, we are unable to prove the security of basic tools for manipulating
weak/leaky random sources, such as as pseudo-entropy generators and seed-dependent computational
condensers. We also do not know how to prove leakage-resilient security of any cryptosystem with a
uniquely determined secret key. In the context of deterministic encryption we do not have a standardmodel constructions achieving the strongest notion of security proposed by Bellare, Boldyreva and
O’Neill (CRYPTO ’07), that would allow us to encrypt arbitrarily correlated messages of sufficiently
large individual entropy.
In this work, we provide broad black-box separation results, showing that the security of such
primitives cannot be proven under virtually any standard cryptographic hardness assumption via a
reduction that treats the adversary as a black box. We do so by formalizing the intuition that “the
only way that a reduction can simulate the correctly distributed view for an attacker is to know all
the secrets, in which case it does not learn anything useful from the attack”. Such claims are often
misleading and clever way of getting around them allow us to achieve a wealth of positive results with
imperfect/leaky randomness. However, in this work we show that this intuition can be formalized and
that it indeed presents a real barrier for the examples given above.
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Introduction

We look at several related scenarios involving imperfect randomness and secrecy. Although the motivation
behind studying these scenarios differs greatly from one to another, the technical means of achieving and
analyzing security are strikingly similar between them.
Leakage-Resilient Cryptography. Motivated by the prevalence of various physical side-channel attacks, the study of leakage-resilient cryptography strives to construct cryptosystems that maintain their
security even if the attacker can observe some partial leakage related to the secret key of the cryptosystem. By now, many different formal models of leakage-resilience have been proposed in the literature –
see e.g., [ISW03, MR04, DP08, AGV09, DHLW10a, BKKV10, GR12] and references therein. Perhaps
the most basic model, sometimes also called the bounded-leakage or memory-leakage model was proposed by Akavia, Goldwasser and Vaikuntanathan [AGV09]. This model allows the attacker to learn
any adversarially chosen information about the secret key, as long as the amount of information is not
too large. More specifically, a cryptosystem is `-leakage-resilient, if its security is maintained even if
the attacker can choose any efficient leakage function Leak : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}` and gets to observe
the resulting value Leak(sk). In the past few years, we have seen a vast number of positive results
(e.g., [AGV09, ADW09a, NS09, KV09, ADN+ 10, GKPV10, BG10, DHLW10b, BSW11, BHK11, HL11]
etc.) showing how to construct many such leakage resilient schemes including encryption, signatures and
various related primitives, under various (standard) computational assumptions.
Cryptography with Weak Sources. The study of cryptography with weak randomness aims to build
cryptosystems whose security is maintained even if their secret keys are chosen from some efficiently
samplable but otherwise unspecified/adversarial distribution of sufficient min-entropy. This can model
various physical sources whose distributions are complex and we know little about them (e.g., password or
biometrics). The connection between weak and leaky randomness can be made formal in the informationtheoretic setting: conditioned on `-bits of leakage, a uniformly random source can loose at most ` bits of
entropy. However, such connections are lost in the computational setting since, even if a leakage function
is efficiently computable, the distribution of secret keys conditioned on some fixed leakage may not be
efficiently samplable. Nevertheless, most of the known positive results for leakage-resilient cryptography
do also carry over to the setting of weak randomness.
Deterministic Encryption and Correlated Sources. The issue of imperfect randomness also occurs
in the context of deterministic encryption [BBO07, BFOR08, BFO08, BS11, FOR12]. In such encryption
schemes, we assume that the messages being encrypted already contain some reasonable amount of
entropy, allowing us to make the encryption procedure itself deterministic without sacrificing security.
The original work of Bellare, Boldyreva and O’Neill [BBO07], which introduced deterministic encryption,
suggested that such schemes should be able to securely encrypt multiple distinct messages that come
from any arbitrarily correlated distribution, as long as each message individually has sufficient entropy.
A corresponding scheme satisfying this notion was then constructed in the random oracle model, and
achieving this notion in the standard model was left as a major open question. Subsequent works showed
how to realize a weaker notions of security in the standard model, by assuming that each message contains
some fresh entropy conditioned on all others, but the question of achieving the strongest notion of security
remains open. Similar issues of maintaining security under correlated random inputs also come up in
several related contexts [RS09, HLO10, GOR11] that do not explicitly deal with deterministic encryption.

1.1

The “Paradox” of Cryptography with Imperfect Randomness

One of the challenges in proving the security of cryptosystems with imperfect (weak/leaky/correlated)
sources is having the reduction generate a correctly distributed view for the attacker. Let us look at
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a simple case study, using the notion of “leakage resilient one-way functions” as an example. Such a
function f should have the property that, if we choose x at random and give the attacker y = f (x),
then it should be hard for the attacker to find a preimage x0 ∈ f −1 (y), even if the attacker can observe
some arbitrary (but sufficiently short) leakage Leak(x) about the input x. Now imagine we have some
candidate construction f and want to prove it secure via a reduction from some hard problem. Then the
reduction needs to run the attacker and give it a correctly distributed pair (y, Leak(x)). But, it seems
that the only way for the reduction to generate a pair of this form is to already know x, in which case
there is seemingly no point in running the attacker, since it won’t yield anything new that the reduction
doesn’t already know! Similar issues appear to come up in cryptography with weak/correlated sources,
where the only way for the reduction to ensure that the attacker gets correctly distributed view is to
seemingly just sample all of the secrets itself, in which case the attacker won’t produce anything useful
that the reduction doesn’t already know. We call the above intuition the “useless attacker paradox”.
Overcoming the Paradox. Of course, the above paradox is not very formal (as highlighted by the
excessive use of the word “seemingly”), and fortunately breaks down on deeper scrutiny. For example,
in the case of leakage-resilient one-way functions, even if the reduction produces a correctly distributed
pair (y, Leak(x)) by choosing x on its own, the attacker may respond with some other preimage x0 6= x,
which may not be known to the reduction. Indeed, this loophole can be turned into a positive result,
showing that any collision-resistant (and even just second-preimage resistant) function f is already a
leakage-resilient one-way function (see e.g., [ADW09b]). In general, the process of explicitly considering
the “useless attacker paradox” and seeing where it may break down, is often a good way to arrive at
many of the positive results in this area.
Formalizing the Paradox in Special Cases. Nevertheless, despite the success of cryptographic
constructions in overcoming the seeming paradox in many cases, there are several important primitives
which have eluded the grasp of provably secure constructions so far. In this work, we examine and
formalize the “useless attacker paradox” and show that it indeed does present a real barrier in these
important instances. For example, returning to our case-study of leakage-resilient one-way functions, let
us add an additional requirement that the function f is injective. Then, for any given y, there is a unique
value Leak(x) that the attacker expects to see and a unique x that the attacker will produce. Therefore the
reduction really is stuck: either it doesn’t know x, in which case it will not be able to provide a correctly
distributed leakage Leak(x) to the attacker, or it does know x, in which case the attacker’s unique output
is useless. In this work we manage to formalize such intuition into a broad black-box separation result for
several important primitives as highlighted below.

1.2

Our Results

Simulatable Attackers are Useless. Our first result is to formalize the “useless attacker paradox”.
We say that an inefficient attack A against some cryptographic scheme is simulatable if there exists
an efficient simulator Sim such that getting oracle access to A is indistinguishable from getting oracle
access to Sim. Notice tat the mere existence of an inefficient attack against a cryptographic scheme
is usually not interesting or surprising, but the existence of a simulatable attack turns out to have an
interesting consequence. In particular, we show that the existence of a simulatable attack against some
scheme implies that the security of the scheme cannot be proven via a black-box reduction from a large
class of assumptions modeled as cryptographic games between an attacker and challenger. This captures
essentially all standard assumptions in cryptography (factoring, CDH, DDH, RSA, LWE etc.).
The intuition is simple - anything a reduction could do with the help of A, it could do efficiently
on its own by running Sim. More concretely, assume that some scheme has a simulatable attack A
with corresponding simulator Sim, and that there is a black-box reduction R proving the security of this
scheme based on some assumption. Then the reduction RA must be able to use oracle access to A to
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break the security of the assumption. But since A and Sim are indistinguishable, there is also an efficient
attack RSim that breaks the security of the assumption efficiently, contradicting its hardness.
The simulatable attacker paradigm can be thought of as a meta-reduction which converts any blackbox reduction R into an efficient attack RSim against the assumption. The notion of a meta-reductions
and even the notion of simulatable attacks in not new and has appeared (at least implicitly) in several prior
black box separations in the literature [BV98, Cor02, PV05, DOP05, HH09, FS10, GW11, Pas11, DHT12]
for completely unrelated primitives. One of the contributions of this work is to abstract out this useful
technique in greater detail and provide useful technical lemmas that can be re-used in future work
employing this technique.
Notice that this type of a black-box separation shows that the security of a concrete scheme cannot be
proven from a large class of concrete assumptions via a reduction that treats the attacker as a black box.
This is different from most black-box separations in the literature (e.g., [IR89, Sim98, GKM+ 00, GMR01,
RTV04] etc.) which show that some target primitive (e.g., key-agreement) cannot be constructed from
an arbitrary instance of some source primitive (e.g., a one-way function) if the construction treats the
source primitive as a black box. See [Fis12] for a broader discussion and comparison of different black-box
separation results.
Simulatable Attacks for Imperfect Randomness. At first, it may seem that the existence of an
inefficient simulatable attack A against some scheme would simply imply that the scheme is insecure – if
the inefficient A breaks the security of the scheme and Sim is indistinguishable from A, then the efficient
simulator Sim should also break the security of the scheme. Indeed, the above holds for all schemes whose
security can itself be modeled as a cryptographic game. However, this is not the case for the security
definitions involving leakage or imperfect randomness that we consider in this work.
For example, in the case of leakage, a valid attacker A is required to consist of two independent
(non-communicating) components A = (Leak, Break) and the security game consists of two stages: in
the first stage the attacker generates leakage z = Leak(sk) on the secret key sk, and in the second stage
the attacker Break attempts to break security (e.g., invert a one-way function of sk) given the leakage
z. The attacker A cannot keep any state in between these two stages. The simulator Sim simulating
A, however, may not satisfy these structural requirements of the definition - it is allowed to simulate
queries to Leak and Break in a coordinated manner while keeping some state. In other words, the efficient
simulator Sim will not have the structure of a valid attack on leakage-resilient security of the scheme and
therefore does not contradict its security. A similar phenomenon occurs in security definitions involving
weak/correlated sources of randomness, where an attacker A = (Sam, Break) consists of two independent
components: a sampling algorithm Sam that defines some adversarial distribution and a Break component
which attempts to break security when the secrets are sampled according to Sam.
It is precisely because the security definitions involving imperfect sources of randomness consist of
multi-stage games with multi-component attackers A, that makes them different from standard cryptographic game assumptions (e.g., DDH, RSA, LWE etc.) and gives us the opportunity to prove such
broad black-box separations.1 Note that by describing the attacker as consisting of two independent
components in a multi-stage game, we are assuming that a black-box reduction treats both components
– including the leakage function or the adversarial distribution – as a black box. This type of reduction
was also called a strongly black-box reduction in the work of [HH09], but we can really think of it as the
natural notion of a black-box reduction when dealing with a multi-component attacker.
Primitives with Simulatable Attacks. Our main result is to look at several cryptographic primitives involving imperfect randomness and show that every candidate scheme for these primitives has a
simulatable attack against it. Therefore, there is no instantiation of these primitives that can be proven
1

This distinction between security definitions involving multi-stage and single-stage games is also prominent in the work
of [RSS11] in the context of indifferentiabiliy.
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secure via a black-box reduction from any cryptographic game assumption. Our results fall into three
categories.
Unique Witnesses: We begin by considering one-way relations with unique witnesses, which generalizes
the example of injective one-way functions and cryptosystems (encryption, signature etc.) where
every public key has a unique secret key. We show that there is always an inefficient simulatable
attack against leakage-resilient one-wayness of such relations, when the attacker can observe leakage
of super-logarithmic size, and therefore the leakage-resilient security of such schemes cannot be
shown via black-box reductions from standard assumptions. Similar separations also apply to
security with weak randomness in place of leakage-resilience.
Deterministic Encryption and Correlated Inputs: Next, we consider the strong notion of deterministic encryption from Bellare et al. [BBO07], which allows us to deterministically encrypt
distinct messages m1 , . . . , mt chosen from any distribution that places sufficient entropy on each
individual mi , but otherwise allows the messages to be arbitrarily correlated. The definition of security aims to ensure that the ciphertexts ci = Encpk (mi ) do not reveal essentially any information
about the messages. The work of [BBO07] gives a construction of this strong security notion in
the random oracle model. Subsequent works [BFOR08, BFO08, BS11, FOR12] were only able to
achieve a weaker security notion, where each message mi must have fresh entropy conditioned on
all the others. Here, we focus on the strong notion of security where the messages can be arbitrarily
correlated, and we show a simulatable-attack against this notion for any candidate scheme, thus
deriving a broad black-box separation result. In fact, our result generalizes to any function family {fpk } (even one without a decryption trapdoor), and shows black-box impossibility of proving
the one-wayness of (fpk (m1 ), . . . , fpk (mt )) when the distinct inputs m1 , . . . , mt can come from an
arbitrarily correlated distribution, even if each individual value mi has high entropy.
Entropy Generation and Condensation: Lastly, we consider basic tools for manipulating entropy
of weak/leaky sources. The first such tool is a pseudo-entropy generator which takes a random
seed x from a weak or leaky distribution and outputs a longer value y = PEG(x) such that the
computational entropy of y is greater than that of x. This tool is used as a building block in several
leakage-resilient primitives and was initially explored by Dziembowski and Pietrzak [DP08]. The
second such tool is a (seed-dependent) condenser which takes a value x from a weak distribution
and outputs a shorter value y = Cond(x) such that the entropy-loss of y (the difference between the
length of y and its entropy) is smaller than that of x. This tool was explored in the recent work
of Dodis et al. [DRV12]. The only known constructions of these primitives require exponential
hardness assumptions and we show that this is necessary under black-box reductions.
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Preliminaries

Notation. Let n be the security parameter. A function µ(n) is negligible, denoted µ(n) = negl(n), if
µ(n) = 1/nω(1) . We also use poly(n) to denote nO(1) . If X is a probability distribution or a random
variable then x ← X denotes the process of sampling a value x at random according to X. If S is a set
$
then s ← S denotes sampling s according to the uniformly random distribution over the set S. We let
[n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}.
def

Entropy. The min-entropy of a random variable X is H∞ (X) = − log(maxx Pr[X = x]). This is a
standard notion of entropy used in cryptography, since it measures the worst-case predictability of X.
We often find it useful to work with a generalized version of min-entropy, called average conditional
min-entropy, defined by[DORS08] as


h
i
h
i
def
−H∞ (X|Z=z)
H∞ (X|Z) = − log E
max Pr[X = x|Z = z]
= − log E 2
.
z←Z

x

z←Z
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This measures the best guess for X by an adversary that may observe an average-case correlated variable
Z. That is, for all (inefficient) functions A, we have Pr[A(Z) = X] ≤ 2−H∞ (X|Z) and there exists some
A which achieves equality. The following lemma says that conditioning on ` bits of information, the
min-entropy drops by at most ` bits.
Lemma 2.1 ([DORS08]). Let X, Y, Z be random variables where Y takes on values in a set of size at most
2` . Then H∞ (X|(Y, Z)) ≥ H∞ ((X, Y )|Z)−` ≥ H∞ (X|Z)−` and, in particular, H∞ (X|Y ) ≥ H∞ (X)−`.
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Cryptographic Games and Black-Box Reductions

Cryptographic Games. We begin by defining a general notion of cryptographic games between a
challenger and an attacker. Cryptographic games are used to capture the security requirements of most
cryptographic primitives, as well as to define the standard hardness assumptions that we rely on in
cryptography.
Definition 3.1 (Cryptographic Game [HH09]). A cryptographic game G = (Γ, c) is defined by a (possibly
inefficient) random system Γ, called the challenger, and a constant c ∈ [0, 1). On security parameter n,
the challenger Γ(1n ) interacts with some attacker A(1n ) and outputs a bit b. We denote this interaction
by b = (A(1n )  Γ(1n )). The advantage of an attacker A in the game G is defined as
def

n
n
AdvA
G (n) = Pr[ (A(1 )  Γ(1 )) = 1 ] − c.

A cryptographic game G is secure if for all PPT attackers A, the advantage AdvA
G (n) is negligible.
We say that a (possibly inefficient) attacker A successfully breaks the security of G if the advantage
AdvG (A) is not negligible. When c = 0, the above definition of cryptographic games captures search
problems such as the one-way hardness of factoring, the discrete logarithm problem, etc. When c = 12 ,
it captures decisional problems such as DDH. Note that cryptographic games may be highly interactive
and may not even have any a-priori bound on the number of rounds of interaction between A, Γ. For
example, the security of RSA signatures when instantiated with some concrete hash function family would
qualify as a cryptographic game assumption. Lastly, we mention that the work of [GW11] defined a more
restricted notion of cryptographic games (called “falsifiable assumptions”) where the challenger is also
required to be efficient. We do not rely on this requirement in the current work. Essentially all common
assumptions used in cryptography fall under the framework of cryptographic games.
We can also define a cryptographic game G to be δ-exponentially secure for some constant δ > 0 if
δ
−Ω(nδ ) .
for all A(1n ) running in time 2O(n ) the advantage AdvA
G (n) = 2
Cryptographic Security Properties Beyond Games. The above definition captures most standard
cryptographic security notions. However, not all cryptographic properties can be defined via the above
template. For example, various definitions involving leakage resilience and weak randomness consider
an attacker that consists of two independent (non-communicating) components rather than a single
monolithic attacker as needed for cryptographic games. In addition, they can make additional restriction,
such as requiring that the adversary defines a distribution of high min-entropy, which cannot easily be
checked by a challenger. Therefore, we also give a very general definition of an arbitrary cryptographic
property C as a mapping which assigns to each attacker A some real number AdvA
C (n) indicating how
successful A is in breaking the property. We say that C is secure if for all PPT attackers A, the advantage
AdvA
C (n) is negligible in the security parameter. Although this definition is very general, and most
security properties of this type are not very meaningful, it captures several useful notions which we can’t
easily capture by cryptographic games. In this work, we will only consider several concrete and meaningful
instances of “cryptgoraphic properties” involving leakage-resilience and weak/correalated randomness.
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Black-Box Reductions. We now define the concept of a black-box reduction. Almost all proofs in
cryptography have the form of a black-box reductions and hence this captures a meaningful notion. Since
the focus of this work is on black-box separations, we want to define as weak of a definition as possible.
For simplicity, we will therefore assume that any attacker given to the reduction has advantage ≥ 12
(rather than insisting that the reduction works for all attackers with any non-negligible advantage).
Definition 3.2 (Black Box Reduction). Let C be some cryptographic property and let G be a cryptographic
game. A black-box reduction deriving the security of C from the security of G is an oracle-access PPT
machine B (·) for which there are some constants c, N0 > 0 such that, for all integers n ≥ N0 and all
B An
1
n
(possibly inefficient, non-uniform) oracles An with AdvA
(n) ≥ n−c .
C (n) ≥ 2 , we have AdvG
We also consider black-box reductions deriving the security of C from the δ-exponential security of G, by
An
δ
δ
allowing B (·) to run in time 2O(n ) and only insisting that AdvB
(n) ≥ 2−o(n ) .
G
Remarks on the Definition: In general, the attacker can be a stateful and interactive machine, in
which case a black-box reduction can also use rewinding access rather than just oracle access to the
attacker. However, for the security properties C considered in this work, the attacker is always (without
loss of generality) stateless and hence we will safely ignore the issue of rewinding in this work.
Notice that, although we weaken the definition by insisting that the advantage of that attacker A
given to the reduction is at least a half (for all n), we also do strengthen the definition by insisting that
the reduction B(1n ) has a noticeable advantage ≥ n−c for every large-enough n, rather than just insisting
on some non-negligible advantage. Furthermore, we assume that on security parameter n, the reduction
only queries the attacker An on the same security parameter n. This may incur some loss of generality,
but all the known reductions in the literature that we are aware of are of this type. In particular, their
advantage on every security parameters is related by some fixed polynomial to that of the attacker on the
same security parameter. A less restrictive definition would say that for any A with AdvA
C (n) ≥ 1/2 we
BA
would have AdvG (n) being non-negligible. Proving separations for the less restrictive definition often
introduces many subtleties which detract from the main ideas of the result, but it is relatively easy to
extend all our proofs to this less restrictive definition as well.
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Black-Box Separations via a Simulatable Attack

We now describe a general technique for proving strong black-box separation results. Let C be some
cryptographic property (e.g. the leakage-resilience security of some candidate construction). The main
idea of the technique is to construct an inefficient but otherwise valid and successful attacker A against
C, along with an efficient simulator Sim so that no oracle-access machine can distinguish interaction with
A and interaction with Sim. Usually, the efficient simulator is not going to be a valid attack against C
since it will fail to satisfy some of the required structure. Therefore, the existence of such attack and
simulator does not in-itself show the insecurity of C since the attacker A is valid but inefficient while the
simulator Sim is efficient but not valid. However, it will show the impossibility of a black-box reduction
proof of security for C.
Definition 4.1. A ε(n)-simulatable attack on a cryptographic property C consists of: (1) an ensemble of
(possibly inefficient) stateless non-uniform attackers {An,h }n∈N,h∈Hn where Hn are some finite sets, and
(2) a stateful PPT simulator Sim. We require that the following two properties hold:
• For each n ∈ N, h ∈ Hn , the (inefficient) attacker An,h successfully breaks the security of C with
A
advantage AdvC n,h (n) = 1.
• For every (possibly inefficient) oracle access machine M(·) making at most q = q(n) queries to its
n
oracle: | Pr $
[MAn,h (1n ) = 1] − Prcoins(M,Sim) [MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1] | ≤ poly(q(n))ε(n).
h←Hn ,coins(M)

$

In other words, oracle access to An,h for a random h ← Hn is indistinguishable from that to Sim.
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We omit the ε(n) and just say “simulatable attack” as shorthand for an ε(n)-simulatable attack with
some negligible ε(n) = negl(n).
The following theorem shows that the existence of a simulatable attack against some cryptographic
notion C implies that there is no black-box reduction deriving the security of C from any secure cryptographic game G.
Theorem 4.2. If there exists a simulatable attack against some cryptographic notion C and there is
a black-box reduction showing the security of C from the security of some cryptographic game G, then
δ
G is not secure. Furthermore, for any constant δ > 0, if there exists an (ε(n) = 2−ω(n ) )-simulatable
attack against C and there is a black-box reduction from the δ-exponential security of G, then G is not
δ-exponentially secure.
Proof. Let B be the black-box reduction showing the security of C from that of G = (Γ, c). Let
{An,h }n∈N,h∈Hn and Sim be the simulatable attack as in Definition 4.1. Then, by the definition of a
black-box reduction, there is some polynomial p(·) and some N0 ∈ N such that for every n ≥ N0 and all
h ∈ Hn we have
 A

An,h
(n) =
Pr
(B n,h (1n )  Γ(1n )) = 1 − c ≥ 1/p(n).
AdvB
G
coins(B,Γ,An,h )

Now, since the above holds for all h ∈ Hn , we can also take the probability over a random h to get:
 A

Pr
(B n,h (1n )  Γ(1n )) = 1 − c ≥ 1/p(n)
(1)
h←Hn ,coins(B,Γ,An,h )

We can now group the reduction B and the challenger Γ together as a single oracle access machine
def
M(·) = (B (·) (1n )  Γ(1n )). Since B is polynomial-time, there must be some polynomial upper bound
q(n) on the number of queries made by B to its oracle. We use the simulator from Definition 4.1 to get
Pr
$

 A

(B n,h (1n )  Γ(1n )) = 1 −

h←Hn ,coins(B,An,h ,Γ)

Pr
coins(B,Sim,Γ)

h

i
n
(B Sim(1 ) (1n )  Γ(1n )) = 1

≤ negl(n)
(2)

Now, combining equations (1) and (2), we get
h
i
BSim
Sim(1n ) n
n
AdvG (n) =
Pr
(B
(1 )  Γ(1 )) = 1 − c ≥ 1/p(n) − negl(n).
coins(B,Sim,Γ)

Therefore B Sim has non-negligible advantage against the game G. Furthermore, the running time of B Sim
is polynomial since both B and Sim are PPT machines. Therefore, there is a polynomial-time attack
against G with a non-negligible advantage.
The second part of the argument for δ-exponential security goes the same way by replacing the
δ
δ
δ
δ
polynomial p(n) with p(n) = 2o(n ) the value negl(n) with q(n)ε(n) ≤ 2O(n ) 2−ω(n ) ≤ 2−ω(n ) .
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Unique-Witness One-Way Relations

A one-way relation R = (Gen, Ver) consists of a PPT sampling algorithm (y, x) ← Gen(1n ) that samples
an instance y ∈ {0, 1}m(n) along with a witness x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) , and a deterministic poly-time verification
algorithm Ver(y, x) ∈ {0, 1} checks whether the pair (y, x) satisfies the relation. For correctness, we
require that Ver(y, x) = 1 for all (y, x) output by Gen(1n ). Intuitively, one-wayness says that given a
randomly generated instance y it should be hard to find a valid witness x0 such that Ver(y, x0 ) = 1.
Leakage-resilient one-wayness requires that the above holds even if the attacker can gets some leakage on
the original witness x for y.
7

Definition 5.1 (LR-OWR). We say that a relation R = (Gen, Ver) is an `(·)-leakage-resilient oneway relation (`-LR-OWR) if for every PPT attacker A = (Leak, Break) such that the output domain of
Leak(1n , ·) is {0, 1}`(n) , we have:


(y, x) ← Gen(1n )
0
Pr Ver(y, x ) = 1
= negl(n).
z ← Leak(1n , x), x0 ← Break(1n , y, z)
We say that the relation has unique witnesses if for every y ∈ {0, 1}m(n) there exists at most a single
x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) such that Ver(y, x) = 1.
Remarks. The idea of leakage-resilient one-way relations is implicit in essentially all leakage-resilient
cryptosystems since, for example, the relation between public and secret keys has to satisfy this definition.
One simple observation is that any standard one-way relation without leakage is also secure against
` = O(log(n)) bits of leakage, since such small amount of leakage can just be guessed with good probability.
Actually, this “guessing argument” even allows us to prove security for larger values of `(n) = O(nδ ),
if we assume the δ-exponential security of the one-way relation without leakage.2 Most of the work
on leakage-resilient cryptosystems (starting with [AGV09]) is about clever ways of beating this trivial
“guessing argument” and achieving leakage-resilience for large polynomial values of `(n) without making
exponential hardness assumptions. For example, [ADW09b] describes a very simple construction of an
`(n)-leakage-resilient one-way functions/relations for any arbitrarily large polynomial `(n), under only
the assumption that standard one-way functions exist.3
When it comes to one-way relations with unique witnesses, we can construct these in the setting
without leakage assuming the existence of injective one-way functions. Therefore, we can also apply the
“guessing argument” to get such relations with leakage ` = O(log(n)) under the same assumption, or
` = O(nδ ) under a δ-exponential version. However, unlike the previous case without unique witnesses, we
do not know of any clever techniques that beat the trivial guessing argument and allow for larger values
of ` without exponential assumptions. Here, we show that indeed this is impossible under black-box
reductions from cryptographic-game assumptions. In other words, we show that the trivial “guessing
argument” is essentially tight.
Theorem 5.2. For any relation R = (Gen, Ver) with unique witnesses, and for any leakage-bound `(·),
there exists a 2−`(n) -simulatable attack against the `-LR-OWR security of R.
Proof Idea. We construct an inefficient attacker A = (Leak, Break) where z = Leak(x) is just a random
function with `-bit output and Break(y, z) does an exhaustive search over all possible values to find an
x0 s.t. Ver(y, x0 ) = 1 and Leak(x0 ) = z: if it finds one, it outputs x0 and else ⊥. Now the only way that
the reduction can get something useful from Break(y, z) is by giving it the correct value z = Leak(x) for
the unique witness x of y (if any exists). But the only way that it can come up with such value is by
having previously made a call to Leak(x) or by guessing it. Therefore, we can have a simulator Sim that
keeps state and responds to “leak” queries x with random `-bit outputs and to “break” queries (y, z) by
checking if the correct witness was given in a previous “leak” query. The simulation matches the outputs
of A up to the q2−` probability of the reduction guessing the correct leakage z without querying it within
the its q queries to the Break oracle. We translate this idea into a formal proof below.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let Hn be the set of all functions h : {0, 1}k(n) → {0, 1}`(n) . We define an
inefficient class of attackers {An,h = (Leakn,h , Breakn,h )}n∈N,h∈Hn as follows:
Leakn,h : On input x, output h(x).
2

This “guessing argument” can also be used to similarly prove the leakage-resilience of most other primitives (e.g.,
signatures, CPA encryption, etc.) with similar parameters.
3
All these positive results even achieve a stronger definition where the leakage function Leak(1n , x, y) also gets the
statement y as an input. Since the focus here is on a negative result, we use the weaker and simpler definition stated above.
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Breakn,h : On input (y, z), do an exhaustive search to find x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) such that Ver(y, x) = 1. If such
x is found and h(x) = z output x, else output ⊥.
It is easy to see that for each h ∈ Hn , the attacker An,h inefficiently breaks the `-LR one-wayness security
of R = (Gen, Ver) with advantage 1.
$
The more interesting property is the second part of the definition showing that, when h ← Hn is
chosen as a uniformly random function, getting oracle access to An,h = (Leakn,h , Breakn,h ) is useless
and can be efficiently simulated. Recall that we must construct a simulator Sim(1n ) such that for any
(possibly inefficient) probabilistic oracle-access machine M(·) (1n ) making at most q(n) queries in total to
its oracle(s), we have:
Pr

[M(Leakn,h ,Breakn,h ) (1n ) = 1] −

h,coins(M)

n

[MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]

Pr

≤ q(n)2−`(n) .

(3)

coins(M,Sim)

The simulator Sim(1n ) is stateful and randomized, and gets to respond to both “leak” and “break” queries
in a coordinated manner (as compared to An,h = (Leakn,h , Breakn,h ) which is stateless and responds to
leakage and break queries independently). The simulator works as follows:
• Initialization: Initialize the set Q := ∅.
• Leakage: On a leakage query x, check if, for some z there is already a tuple (x, z) ∈ Q and, if so,
$
return z. Else select z ← {0, 1}`(n) at random, add the tuple (x, z) to Q and output z.
• Break: On a break query (y, z), check if there is a tuple (x, ẑ) ∈ Q for the (unique) witness x s.t.
Ver(y, x) = 1. If so, and ẑ = z return x. Else return ⊥.
$

We now want to show indistinguishability of oracle access to (Leakn,h , Breakn,h ) when h ← Hn is random,
and oracle access to Sim(1n ). First, let us define an event E which occurs if, during the execution
M(Leakn,h ,Breakn,h ) (1n ), the machine M makes some “break” query (y, z) such that there has been no prior
“leak” query on the unique x for which Ver(y, x) = 1, and the oracle outputs x. Then the query that causes
E to occur must “guess” the random value z = h(x) for the unique witness x for which Ver(y, x) = 1.
The probability that this occurs in any of the q = q(n) queries made by M is at most q(n)2−`(n) . Now
as a hybrid experiment, let us consider the oracle Hyb that works just like (Leakn,h , Breakn,h ) but, on any
“break” query that causes E to occur, it just automatically responds with ⊥. Then
Pr
coins(M),h

[M(Leakn,h ,Breakn,h ) (1n ) = 1] −

Pr

[MHyb (1n ) = 1] ≤ Pr[E] ≤ q(n)2−`(n) .

coins(M),h
n

Lastly, we claim that Prcoins(M),h [MHyb (1n ) = 1] = Prcoins(M,Sim) [MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]. In particular, the
simulator Sim(1n ) and Hyb work the same way, except that the simulator chooses the outputs of h “onthe-go” as needed to answer leakage queries and break queries. Together the two equations above prove
equation (3), concluding the proof.
As an immediate corollary of the above theorem and Theorem 4.2 we get the following result.
Corollary 5.3. For any `(n) = ω(log(n)), if there is a black-box reduction showing the `-LR-OWR
security of a relation R with unique witnesses based on the security of some cryptographic game G, then
G is not secure. Moreover, for any `(n) = nδ with constant δ > 0, if there is such a black-box reduction
based on the δ 0 -exponential security of G with δ 0 < δ then G is not δ 0 -exponentially secure.
This essentially says that the only way to get `(n)-leakage-resilience is to assume the `(n)-exact
security of some cryptographic game, meaning that the “guessing” argument is essentially optimal in
proving leakage-resilience for unique-witness one-way relations.
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Consequences and Implications. Since one-way relations are implicit in all constructions of more
advanced cryptosystems, the above theorem gives several interesting implications. Most obviously, it
implies similar separations for leakage-resilient injective one-way functions and permutations since they
immediately give us one-way relations with unique witnesses. Interestingly, the separation does not
extend to the leakage-resilience of injective function families F = {fpk } where each function in the family
is described by some pk ← Gen(1n ). This is because the corresponding relation {(pk, y), x : y = fpk (x)}
with instances (pk, y) and witnesses x does not necessarily have unique witnesses – there may be “invalid”
keys pk which are not in the support of Gen for which fpk is not injective. Indeed, the notion of lossy
(trapdoor) functions [PW08] can be used to construct such injective function families F with arbitrarily
high polynomial leakage ` under standard assumptions (DDH, LWE, and others). However, if we were
to insist that the function family F is certifiably injective, meaning that we can efficiently verify that
pk is a “valid” public key for which the function fpk (·) is injective, then the resulting relation does
have unique witnesses and the separation result kicks in. A similar phenomenon occurs in essentially all
leakage-resilient public-key cryptosystems (e.g., encryption, signatures) where we insist that there is a
unique secret key for every public-key. If we insist that the valid public keys of the scheme are efficiently
recognizable, then the resulting relation between public and secret keys has unique witnesses and our
separation result applies. As another corollary, we also get a similar separation for leakage-resilient unique
signatures [Lys02] where, for every public key pk (even an adversarially chosen one) and message m, there
should be a unique signature that verifies for pk.
Lastly in Appendix Appendix A, we show a similar separation for injective one-way functions where,
instead of allowing the attacker to observe leakage on the input x, we allow the attacker to choose any
efficiently samplable weak source of sufficient min-entropy from which the input x is then sampled. The
style of the separation and its parameters are very similar to the leakage case.

6

Deterministic Encryption and Correlated Input Security

We start with a notion of a one-way function family which is secure against correlated inputs. The
def
definition closely follows that of Goyal et al. [GOR11]. Let F = { fpk : {0, 1}k(n) → {0, 1}m(n) : pk ∈
{0, 1}p(n) }n∈N be some family of efficiently computable functions keyed by a public pk. Let pk ← Gen(1n )
be a PPT sampling algorithm for choosing pk. We say that (F, Gen) is an injective function family if
for every pk in the support of Gen the function fpk is injective. Note that we make no requirements on
fpk for other values of pk which are not in the support of Gen. In this section, we focus on an adversary
that can observe evaluations fpk (x1 ), . . . , fpk (xt ) for several adversarially distributed correlated inputs
x1 , . . . , xt . We only place the restriction that (1) the distribution of (x1 , . . . , xt ) is independent of pk,
(2) each input xi individually has high entropy and (3) the inputs are distinct. We ask for a simple
one-wayness property, that the attacker should be unable to recover all of the xi values. Under the above
restrictions on the distribution, this one-wayness property appears achievable and simple positive results
exist in the random oracle model. On the other hand, in this work, we show that one cannot prove this
security property for any actual scheme using black-box reductions. We note that the work of [GOR11]
shows interesting positive results under further restrictions on the adversarial input distribution (e.g., the
inputs are related by some bounded-degree polynomial).
Relation to One-Wayness with Weak Keys. Note that we do not require that the set of valid pk
to be efficiently recognizable. In particular, there may be other values pk (not in the support of Gen)
such that the functions fpk are not injective. Therefore the relation {((pk, y), x) : fpk (x) = y} may not
have unique witnesses and the results from the previous section and from Appendix A do not apply in
any meaningful way to F. Indeed, if F is a lossy trapdoor function family, we are able to prove that
(e.g.) the functions fpk remain one-way when evaluated on a single input x, even if x comes from an
adversarial source of sufficient min-entropy.
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Relation to Deterministic Encryption. The work of [BBO07] studies a somewhat harder problem
in the context of deterministic encryption where the functions fpk (x) are used as encryptions of the
message x. In that context, one needs to make an additional requirement that pk can be sampled with
a decryption trapdoor sk allowing the recovery of x from fpk (x). Furthermore, the security definition
of deterministic encryption is fairly subtle but certainly (and significantly) stronger than one-wayness
property that we consider here. The work of [BBO07] was able to achieve this strong notion of security
in the random-oracle model, assuming the existence of any standard semantically-secure (randomized)
def

public-key encryption scheme. In particular, it shows that fpk (x) = Encpk (x; H(x)) satisfies this definition
when H is modeled as a random oracle. This gave a deterministic encryption scheme which could be
used to encrypt any message distribution satisfying properties (1),(2) and (3) above. Subsequent work on
deterministic encryption [BFOR08, BFO08, BS11] gives constructions in the standard model, but only for
more restricted message distributions where each new message contains some fresh entropy conditioned on
the previous ones. Our results therefore imply that some such restrictions on the message distribution are
necessary if one wants to prove deterministic encryption security (or even just one-wayness) via black-box
reductions.
Defining Correlation Resilience. Let us now make the above definition formal. An algorithm
Sam(1n ) that samples t(n)-tuples x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) with xi ∈ {0, 1}k(n) produces a (t, `)-legal correlated
distribution if it satisfies:
• Distinct Inputs: For any tuple output by Sam we have xi 6= xj for all i 6= j.
• Individual Entropy: We have H∞ (Xi ) ≥ k(n) − `(n), where Xi is a random variable for the ith
component xi produced by Sam(1n ).
Definition 6.1 (Correlation-Resilient One-Wayness (CROW)). We say that (F, Gen) is (t(n), `(n))correlation-resilient one way (CROW) if for any PPT attacker A = (Sam, Break) such that Sam it a
(t, `)-legal correlated distribution, we have:
"
#
$
pk ← Gen(1n ), x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) ← Sam(1n ),
0
Pr x = x
= negl(n).
y = (fpk (x1 ), . . . , fpk (xt )), x0 ← Break(1n , pk, y)
We say that (F, Gen) is `-CROW if it is (t, `)-CROW for all polynomial t(n).
Theorem 6.2. For any injective function family (F, Gen) with input size k(n) there exists an ε(n)simulatable attack against its (t, `)-CROW security for any `(n) > log(t(n)) with ε(n) ≤ 2−(t(n)−2k(n))/2+1 .
Proof Intuition. We choose h̄ to be a random function which maps ‘short’(≈ k bit) values z to ‘long’
tuples x = (x1 , . . . , xt ), and define the inefficient sampler x ← Sam(1n ) by having it choose z at random
and output h̄(z). With some additional restrictions on the structure of h̄, we can ensure that this always
yields a (t, `)-legal correlated distribution over the choice of z. Now assume the reduction makes several
“Sample” queries and then comes up with some pk and some y = (y1 , . . . , yk ). Then we claim that one of
the following must hold: either (1) the function fpk (·) is extremely degenerate and (say) half of all inputs
x will map to the same output y = fpk (x), or (2) it is extremely unlikely (over the choice of h̄) that
there is some new value z, which wasn’t used by a prior sample query, such that x = h̄(z) is a pre-image
of y under fpk . The reason is that there are only a few choice of z, each corresponding to some long
tuple x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) which is uniformly random over the choice of h̄. Therefore its extremely unlikely
that even one such new z will correspond to a preimage of y unless fpk is degenerate. So, unless pk is
degenerate, getting access to a breaker Break(pk, y) that does exhaustive search over z to find a preimage
x = h̄(z) is not useful since it will only return preimages that were previously given by Sam. On the other
hand, we can efficiently test if pk is degenerate and so can allow Break(pk, y) to just fail on degenerate
pk while maintaining the ability to simulate it. We formalize this intuition in a formal proof.
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def

Proof of Theorem 6.2. We use t = t(n), k = k(n) etc. as shorthand. Let k 0 = k − dlog(t)e and identify
0
tuples x = (i, x0 ) ∈ [t] × {0, 1}k as members of {0, 1}k in the natural way. For every n ∈ N let Hn be
0
0
the family of all functions h : [t(n)] × {0, 1}k (n) → {0, 1}k (n) such that, for every i ∈ [t], the projected
0

def

function hi (z) = h(i, z) is a permutation over {0, 1}k . For any such h ∈ Hn , we also implicitly define
the function
0

def

h̄(·) : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k×t defined by h̄(z) = ((1, h1 (z)), . . . , (t, ht (z))).
For any h ∈ Hn , we define an inefficient class of attackers An,h = (Samn,h , Breakn,h ) as follows:
0

Samn,h : On input 1n , sample z ← {0, 1}k , and output the vector x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) = h̄(z).
$

Breakn,h : On input (1n , pk, y = (y1 , . . . , yt )):
1. First check that fpk (·) is non-degenerate by performing the following check for each i ∈ [t]:
0
Sample r = 2t random distinct points x01 , . . . , x0r from {0, 1}k and compute yj0 = fpk ((i, x0j ))
for j = 1, . . . , r. If y10 , . . . , yr0 are not all distinct, output ⊥.
0

2. Do an exhaustive search over z ∈ {0, 1}k for one that satisfies h̄(z) = x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) such
that fpk (xi ) = yi for all i ∈ [t]. When the first such z is found, output the corresponding x
and if no such z exists output ⊥.
Firstly, we check that for each h ∈ H, the attacker Ah = (Samn,h , Breakn,h ) breaks the (t, `)-CROW
security of (F, Gen) with advantage 1. Notice that the distribution x = (x1 , . . . , xt ) ← Samn,h (1n ) is a
(t, `)-legal correlated distribution since: (a) the value xi = (i, hi (z)) have entropy k 0 = k − dlog(t)e ≥ k − `
over a random choice of z since hi is a permutation and (b) xi 6= xj for i 6= j. Moreover, when calling
Breakn,h on pk ← Gen(1n ) the non-degeneracy check always passes since fpk is injective. Hence Breakn,h
will succeed in recovering the unique pre-image x of y under fpk with probability 1.
$
We now want to show that, when h ← Hn is chosen uniformly at random, getting oracle access to
Ah = (Samn,h , Breakn,h ) is not very useful and can be efficiently simulated.
We construct our simulator Sim(1n ) as follows:
Initialization: Initialize the set Q := ∅.
0

Sam: On a sample query, select random z ← {0, 1}k . If there is a value (z, x) in Q output x. Else,
for i ∈ [t], let Qi be the set of all x s.t. there is a tuple of the form (z, x = (· · · , (i, x), · · · )) ∈ Q.
0
$
Choose {xi ← {0, 1}k \ Qi }i∈[t] , set x = ((1, x1 ), . . . , (t, xt )), add (z, x) to Q, and output x.
$

0

If |Q| ≥ 2k /4 then “fill in” the rest of Q by choosing x as above sequentially for every z ∈ {0, 1}k
which is not in Q yet.4

0

Break: On a break query (pk, y = (y1 , . . . , yt )).
• First check that fpk (·) is non-degenerate using the same process as the oracle Breakn,h . That is,
0
for each i ∈ [t], sample r = 2t(n) random distinct points x01 , . . . , x0r from {0, 1}k and compute
yj0 = fpk ((i, x0j )) for j = 1, . . . , r. If y10 , . . . , yr0 are not all distinct, output ⊥.
• Check if there is a tuple (z, x = (x1 , . . . , xt )) ∈ Q such that fpk (xi ) = yi for all i ∈ [t]. If so,
output x, else output ⊥.
4
The work here is polynomial in the size of the simulator’s current state. In other words, amortized over the number of
queries, this only takes a polynomial amount of work per query.
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For the analysis of the simulation, we define a public-key pk as degenerate if there is some i ∈
1
0
[t], y ∈ {0, 1}m such that Pr 0 $
k0 [fpk ((i, x )) = y] ≥ 2 . In other words pk is degenerate if fpk is very
x ←{0,1}

much non-injective and half all values of the form (i, x0 ) map to the same y. Let δ be the probability
that the non-degeneracy test passes for some degenerate pk. Then this only occurs if during the ith
iteration of the test, at most 0 or 1 of the x0j values map to fpk (i, x0j ) = y. This occurs with probability
δ ≤ 2−r + r2−r+1 ≤ 2−t .
We now want to show indistinguishability of oracle access to (Samn,h , Breakn,h ) when h is random,
and oracle access to Sim(1n ):
Pr

[M(Samn,h ,Breakn,h ) (1n ) = 1] −

h,coins(M)

Pr

n

[MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]

≤ q(n)2−(t−2k)/2+1 .

(4)

coins(M,Sim)

First, let us define an event E which occurs if, during the execution M(Samn,h ,Breakn,h ) (1n ) with
h ← HN random, the machine M makes some “Break” query (pk, y) and:
$

• It gets a response x 6= ⊥ such that x was not the outputs of a previous “Sam” query.
0

• The number of previous “Sam” queries made by M is < 2k /4.
Now we claim that the simulation error (the left-hand side of (4)) is at most Pr[E]. To see this, we can
define an attacker A0n,h = (Sam0n,h , Break0n,h ) which acts like An,h but outputs ⊥ on any query that makes
E occur. Then we claim that the responses of A0n,h for h ← Hn and Sim(1n ) are identical since the only
(syntactic) difference between them is that Sim(1n ) chooses the outputs of the function h “on-the-go” for
0
the first 2k /4 queries to “Sam”. Therefore, we are only left to find an upper bound on Pr[E].
Let Ei be the event that the ith “Break” query makes E occur. Let Di be the even that the value pk
contained in the ith query (pk, y) is degenerate. Then, Pr[Ei ∧ Di ] ≤ Pr[Ei | Di ] ≤ δ ≤ 2−t . To calculate
0
Pr[Ei ∧ ¬Di ], let Z be the set of all values z ∈ {0, 1}k used during previous “sample” queries before
query i. Then, conditioned on the view of the attacker prior to the ith query, for each z 6∈ Z, the values
0
0
of {hj (z)}j∈[t] are mutually uniformly random over the sets Sj = {0, 1}k \ hj (Z) of size |Sj | = 2k − |Z|.


0
2k
fraction of the values x ∈ Sj can satisfy
Moreover, if pk is non-degenerate then at most a 21 · |S
j|
0

fpk ((j, x)) = y for any given y. Therefore, since we can assume |Z| ≤ 2k /4, we get:
h
i
0
Pr[Ei ∧ ¬Di ] ≤ Pr[Ei | ¬Di ] ≤ Pr ∃z ∈ {0, 1}k \ Z s.t. ∀j ∈ [t] : hj (z) = yj
h
!t
0
k
2
4
0
0 2
≤ 2k
≤ 2k ( )t ≤ 2k ( )k+(t−2k)/2 ≤ 2−(t−2k)/2
0
k
3
9
2 · (2 − |Z|)
So the statistical distance of the simulation is bounded by
q(n)

Pr[E] ≤

X

Pr[Ei ] ≤ q(n)(2−(t−2k)/2 + 2−t ) ≤ q(n)2−(t−2k)/2+1

i=1

which concludes the proof of the theorem.
As an immediate corollary of the above theorem and Theorem 4.2 we get the following.
Corollary 6.3. Let (F, Gen) be an injective function family with input size k(n):
• If t(n) ≥ 2k(n) + ω(log(n)), `(n) > log(t(n)) then there is no black-box reduction showing (t, `)CROW security of (F, Gen) based on the security of some cryptographic game G, unless G is insecure.
• If t(n) ≥ 2k(n) + nδ , `(n) > log(t(n)), then there is no black-box reduction showing (t, `)-CROW
security of (F, Gen) based on the δ-exponential security of G, unless G is not δ-exponentially secure.
• There is no black-box reduction showing `-CROW security of (F, Gen) for `(n) = ω(log(n)) under
the δ-exponential security of some game G for some δ > 0, unless G is not δ-exponentially secure.
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7

Pseudo-Entropy Generation

If x is a random string, and the attacker may get some `-bit leakage z = Leak(x) about x, then the
conditional entropy of x conditioned on z may go down by as much as ` bits (see Lemma 2.1). Here we ask
if we can “increase” the computational entropy of x by applying some deterministic function y = PEG(x),
called a pseudo-entropy generator (PEG). Since the leakage z may contain (say) the first ` bits of y,
the conditional computational entropy of y conditioned on z is at most |y| − ` (under any reasonable
definition). However, if |y| > |x|, it is possible that the function PEG increases the amount of conditional
computational entropy from |x| − ` possibly all the way to |y| − `. Indeed, when ` = 0, this is exactly the
role of a pseduorandom generator. Therefore a PEG generalizes the notion of a pseudorandom generator
to weaker entropy requirements on both the input and output. The existence of PEGs with essentially
optimal parameters follows easily in the random-oracle model. In the standard model, there has been
much interesting work, starting with [DP08, RTTV08], showing that any pseduorandom generator is also
a PEG for small values of ` = O(log(n)), or for larger value ` = nδ assuming exponential security. Unlike
the trivial “guessing argument” used to prove such bounds for leakage-resilient one-way relations, showing
the above is highly non-trivial. We now ask if there are clever constructions of PEGs which provably
beat the above bounds and allow us to prove security for ` = ω(log(n)) under standard (non-exponential)
assumptions. We show that the answer is negative if we restrict ourselves to black-box reductions.
We now give a formal definition of PEGs. Since the focus is on negative results, we give a weak
definition using a weak variant of conditional metric entropy [BSW03]. We also only require that the
PEG increases computational entropy by a single bit, from |x| − ` to |x| − ` + 1.
Definition 7.1. Let PEG = {PEGn : {0, 1}k(n) → {0, 1}m(n) }n∈N be a function ensemble with m(n) >
k(n). We say that it is an `(·)-leaky pseudo-entropy generator (`-LPEG) if the following holds. For
every PPT attacker A = (Leak, Dist) such that the output domain of Leak(1n , ·) is {0, 1}`(n) , there exists
some pair of (correlated and not necessarily efficiently samplable) random variables {(Yn , Zn )}n∈N of
high statistical conditional entropy H∞ (Yn | Zn ) ≥ k(n) − `(n) + 1 and the distinguishing advantage
AdvA
LP EG (n) ≤ negl(n) where
def

AdvA
LP EG (n) =

[Dist(1n , PEG(x), Leak(x)) = 1 ]

Pr
$

−

Pr

[Dist(1n , y, z) = 1]

.

(y,z)←(Yn ,Zn )

k(n)

x←{0,1}

Theorem 7.2. For any function PEG and for any `(·), there exists a (ε(n) = 2−`(n) )-simulatable attack
against the `-LPEG security of PEG .
Proof Intuition. We define the inefficient simulatable attack A = (Leak, Dist) as follows. The function
Leak(x)is defined by a uniformly random function h : {0, 1}m(n) → {0, 1}`(n) and just outputs h(PEG(x)).
On the other hand Dist(y, z) outputs 1 iff there is a seed x with y = PEG(x) and h(y) = z. Now Dist
will always output 1 on pseduorandom inputs with correct leakage, but for any distribution (Y, Z) with
sufficient statistical conditional entropy, it will often output 0 since there will not be a seed x explaining
the tuple. Therefore this is a valid attack. On the other hand, the only way that a reduction can
call Dist(y, z) and get output 1 for any “new” y for which it did not make a prior call to Leak(x) with
x ∈ PEG−1 (y), is if the reduction guesses the random `-bit value h(y), which occurs with probability 2−` .
Therefore, we can efficiently simulate the attack for the reduction.
def

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Define Yn = {PEG(x) : x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) } ⊆ {0, 1}m(n) . Let Hn be the family of all
functions h : {0, 1}m(n) → {0, 1}`(n) which are almost regular over Yn , meaning that for all z ∈ {0, 1}`(n)
k(n)−`(n) . We define an inefficient class of attackers A
we have |h−1
n,h = (Leakn,h , Distn,h )
n (z) ∩ Yn | ≤ 2
with respect to h ∈ Hn as follows:
Leakn,h : On input x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) output hn (PEG(x)).
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Distn,h : On input y, z, first check that h(y) = z and output 0 if not. Otherwise, do an exhaustive search
to find x ∈ {0, 1}k(n) such that PEG(x) = y. If x exists output 1 else output 0.
We show that this attack has advantage 1/2. Firstly, given any fixed h ∈ Hn , we have
[Distn,h (1n , PEG(x), Leakn,h (x)) = 1] = 1.

Pr
$

x←{0,1}

(5)

k(n)

Secondly, given any r.v. (Yn , Zn ) with H∞ (Yn | Zn ) ≥ k(n) − `(n) + 1, we claim
1
[Distn,h (1n , y, z) = 1] ≤ Pr[y ∈ h−1
n (z) ∩ Yn ] ≤ .
$
2
(y,z)←(Yn ,Zn )

(6)

Pr

$

To see the last inequality, let B(z) be an inefficient predictor that, given z, outputs y ← h−1 (z) ∩ Yn .
Then
−k(n)+`(n)
2−k(n)+`(n)−1 ≥ Pr[B(z) = y] ≥ Pr[y ∈ h−1
n (z) ∩ Yn ]2
where the left inequality follows from the definition of the conditional min-entropy (Yn , Zn ), while the
right follows by analyzing the strategy of B. This proves equation (6), which together with (5) shows
that An,h successfully attacks the `(·)-LPEG security of PEG with advantage ≥ 1/2.
$
Now let us show that, when h ← Hn is chosen uniformly at random, getting oracle access to An,h =
(Leakn,h , Distn,h ) can be efficiently simulated. The simulator Sim(1n ) works as follows:
• Initialization: Initialize the set Q := ∅.
• Leakage: On a leakage query x check if there is already a tuple (PEG(x), z) ∈ Q and, if so, return
$
z. Else select z ← {0, 1}`(n) at random, add the tuple (PEG(x), z) to Q and output z.
• Distinguish: On a distinguish query (y, z), check if (y, z) ∈ Q – if so return 1 else return 0.
We now want to show indistinguishability of oracle access to (Leakn,h , Distn,h ), and oracle access to
Sim(1n ). That is, for every M making at most q(n) queries to its oracle, we want to show:
Pr

[M(Leakn,h ,Distn,h ) (1n ) = 1] −

h,coins(M)

n

[MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]

Pr

≤ (q 2 (n) + q(n))2−`(n) .

(7)

coins(M,Sim)

First let us define a hybrid oracle Hyb which works just like Ah = (Leakn,h , Distn,h ) but instead of
$
selecting h ← Hn , it selects a uniformly random function h̃ : {0, 1}m(n) → {0, 1}`(n) , without insisting
that it is almost regular. We claim that the statistical distance between q queries to Ah and Hyb
is bounded by q 2 /2` . This is because, conditioned on the values of any i prior (distinct) queries to
h̃ (resp. h), for any new input y ∈ Yn and any Z ⊆ {0, 1}` we have Pr[h̃(y) ∈ Z] = |Z|2−` and
k−`
Pr[h(y) ∈ Z] = |Z|2 2k −iZ = |Z|2−` − iZ /2k where iZ is the number of prior queries for which the
response was in Z. Therefore the statistical distance between the responses to the ith query is at most
q2−k ≤ q(n)2−` . Under a hybrid argument over the q queries we get the bound q 2 2−` as desired.
We define an event E which occurs if, during the execution MHyb (1n ), the machine M makes some
“distinguish” query (y, z) such that it never made a prior leakage query on x with PEG(x) = y, and it
gets a response 1. Then, conditioned on E not occurring, the oracles Hyb and Sim(1n ) are identically
distributed, and therefore we can bound the difference in (7) by Pr[E] + q 2 2−` . On the other hand, the
query (y, z) that causes E to occur must “guess” the random value z = h̃(y) which is uniformly random
and of size `(n). The probability that this occurs in any of the q = q(n) queries made by M is at most
Pr[E] ≤ q(n)2−`(n) . Together these two bounds give us (7) and prove the theorem.
As an immediate corollary of the above theorem and Theorem 4.2 we get the following separation.
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Corollary 7.3. For any `(n) = ω(log(n)), if there is a black-box reduction showing the `-LPEG security
of some function PEG based on the security of some cryptographic game G, then G is not secure. Moreover,
for any `(n) = nδ with constant δ > 0, if there is a reduction based on the δ 0 -exponential security of G
with δ 0 < δ then G is not δ 0 -exponentially secure.
We mention that the work of [BHK11] gives positive results for an interesting related notion called
“leaky pseudo-entropy functions”, which does not satisfy our definition of PEGs (Definition 7.1) and
therefore does not contradict our barrier. In particular, although “pseudo-entropy functions” never
increase the total amount of pseudo-entropy, they ensure that the output of the function at any point is
unpredictable even give its outputs at many other points.

8

Entropy Condensation

Another tool studied in the context of manipulating weak sources of randomness is a condenser, originally
defined in the information theoretic setting by [RR99], with the aim of increasing the entropy rate of a
source X, defined as the ratio of its entropy to bit size. Unfortunately, much like randomness extractors,
such information theoretic condensers for general sources require a random seed chosen independently
of the source X. The recent work of [DRV12] suggested an interesting idea of building condensers
for a restricted class of efficiently samplable sources, which are essentially the only sources we need to
worry about in cryptography. Although these condensers (may) still require a seed, the source X can
now depend on the seed. Intuitively, such condensers may be plausible since, the only way that an
efficient high-entropy distribution on the inputs results in a lower-than-expected entropy distribution on
the outputs is if it has a higher-then-expected probability of collisions, which may be hard to achieve
efficiently. Indeed, [DRV12] showed that such condensers can be constructed from collision-resistant hash
functions with sufficient (exponential) security, and gave several interesting cryptographic applications of
such condensers. Here we show that, if we want black-box reductions, than there is no clever construction
of such condensers which avoids the reliance on exponential security assumptions. In other words, the
construction of [DRV12] is essentially tight.
Let Cond = {Condn : {0, 1}k(n) × {0, 1}d(n) → {0, 1}m(n) }n∈N be some function ensemble with
m(n) < k(n). We use the notation Conds (x) in place of Cond(x, s) and call the value s a seed.
Definition 8.1 (Seed-Dependent Condenser). We say that Cond is a t(·)-condenser if for all PPT distributions Sam(1n , s) over {0, 1}k(n) satisfying H∞ (Sam(1n , s)) ≥ k(n) − m(n) + t(n) for all s ∈ {0, 1}d(n) ,
we have H∞ (CondS (Sam(1n , S)) | S) ≥ t(n) + 1, where S is a uniformly random seed in {0, 1}d(n) . A
condenser is regular if, for every s ∈ {0, 1}d(n) , y ∈ {0, 1}m(n) we have |{x : Conds (x) = y}| = 2k(n)−m(n) .
Notice that the function Cond which just outputs the first m bits of its input x and ignores the seed
s entirely already has output entropy ≥ t if the input entropy is ≥ k − m + t. This is because cutting
the last k − m bits of the input can decrease its entropy by at most k − m. Therefore, our definition of a
condenser only requires us to beat the above trivial construction by only a single bit!
Theorem 8.2. For any Cond which is regular, and for any t(·), there exists an 2−t(n) -simulatable attack
against the t(n)-condenser security of Cond.
Proof. Let H ⊆ {0, 1}m(n) be a sets of size |H| = 2t(n) . Let Hn be the set of all such H. We define an
$
inefficient class of attackers Samn,H with respect to the ensemble H ← Hn as follows:
Samn,H : On input s ∈ {0, 1}d(n) , choose a random y ← H and a random pre-image x ← {x : Conds (x) =
y}. Output x.
$
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$

def

Firstly, fix any H ∈ Hn and define Xs = {x : Conds (x) ∈ H}. Then, by regularity, |Xs | =
2k(n)−m(n)+t(n) . Moreover, the output of Samn,H (1n , s) is just a random sample from Xs and therefore has entropy H∞ (Sam(1n , s)) = k(n) − m(n) + t(n). On the other hand, for any s, the output of
Conds (Sam(1n , s)) ∈ H is contained in a set of size 2t(n) and therefore H∞ (CondS (Sam(1n , S)) | S) = t(n).
Together, this shows that Samn,H is a successful attacker against the t(n)-condenser security of Cond.
$
The simulator Sim(1n ) simply responds to any query s with a uniformly random value x ← {0, 1}k(n) .
We need to show that the simulation is good – namely, that for any (possibly inefficient) probabilistic
oracle-access machine M(·) (1n ) making at most q(n) queries in total to its oracle(s), we have:
Pr

[MSamn,H (1n ) = 1] −

$

H ←Hn ,coins(M)

Pr

n

[MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]

≤ 2q 2 (n)2−t(n)

(8)

coins(M,Sim)
$

Let us define a hybrid oracle Hyb which works just like {Samn,H : H ← H} but it remembers the
set Q of values y chosen in prior “sample” queries and makes sure that each new query is answered
$
$
with a fresh y ← H \ Q. Let E be the event that, during the execution of MSamH with H ← Hn ,
$
some two distinct queries were answered with the same choice of y ← H. The, conditioned on E not
occurring, the oracles Samn,H and Hyb are statistically the same, and therefore the distance between
n
them is bounded by Pr[E] ≤ q 2 (n)2−t(n) . Let E 0 be the event that, during the execution of MSim(1 ) (1n ),
two queries to Sim map to the same y. Then conditioned on E 0 not occurring, the oracles Hyb and
Sim are statistically the same since on each query s both oracles respond with a random preimage
Cond−1
s (y) for a uniformly random fresh y. Therefore the statistical distance between them is at most
0
Pr[E ] ≤ q 2 (n)2−m(n) ≤ q 2 (n)2−t(n) . This proves equation (8) and concludes the proof.

As an immediate corollary of the above theorem and Theorem 4.2 we get the following.
Corollary 8.3. For any t(n) = ω(log(n)), if there is a black-box reduction showing the t-condenser
security of any regular candidate function Cond based on the security of some cryptographic game G, then
G is not secure. Moreover, for any t(n) = nδ with constant δ > 0, if there is a reduction based on the
δ 0 -exponential security of G with δ 0 < δ then G is not δ 0 -exponentially secure.

9

Conclusions and Open Problems

In this work, we consider several cryptographic security notions involving weak, leaky and correlated
sources of randomness. These notions cannot be naturally expressed in terms of cryptographic games
between an attacker and an adversary, and we show a broad black-box separation, that their security does
not follow from that of any standard cryptographic game. One open problem is to apply our approach
to other primitives whose security is not expressed as a cryptographic game. Another open problem is
to come up with reductions that do not treat the attacker as a black box. One such approach by Barak
et al. [BHHI10] has been used in the context of KDM secure encryption, cleverly circumventing the
black-box separation of Haitner and Holenstein [HH09] by treating a component of the adversary in a
non-black-box way. It does not seem that this technique could apply to the primitives discussed in this
work, but it remains an interesting open problem to look for some such approach.

10
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A

Weak-Distribution Resilient One-Way Functions
def

Let F = { fpk : {0, 1}k(n) → {0, 1}m(n) }n∈N be a family of efficiently computable functions keyed by
a public pk ← Gen(1n ).
Definition A.1 (Weakness Resilient OWF). Let (F, Gen) be as above. A probabilistic sampling algorithm Sam is called `(·)-weak if the distribution Sam(1n ) induces a distribution over {0, 1}k(n) such that
H∞ (Sam(1n )) ≥ k(n) − `(n). We say that (F, Gen) is an `(·)-weakness resilient one-way function if for
any PPT algorithms A = (Sam, Break) such that Sam is `(n)-weak, we have
"
#
$
pk ← Gen(1n ), x ← Sam(1n ), y = fpk (x)
0
Pr fpk (x ) = y
= negl(n)
x0 ← Break(1n , pk, y)
Definition A.2. We say that the function family F is recognizably injective if there is an efficient
algorithm Ver(pk) = 1 iff fpk is injective.
Theorem A.3. Let (F, Gen) be any recognizably injective function family. Then there is a 2−`(n) simulatable attack against the `-weakness-resilient one-wayness of the family.
Proof. Let H ⊆ {0, 1}k(n) be a set of size |H| = 2k(n)−`(n) and let Hn consist of all such sets. We define
two (inefficient) oracles Samn,H , Breakn,H with respect to H ∈ H as follows:
$

SamH : On input 1n , output a random x ← H.
BreakH : On input (pk, y), verify that Ver(pk) = 1 and output ⊥ if not. Else do an exhaustive search to
find x ∈ H such that fpk (x) = y. If no such x exists output ⊥ and else output x.
Firstly, it is easy to see that for any H ∈ Hn , the above oracles break `-WR one-wayness of (F, Gen) with
advantage 1. This is because the entropy of the distribution Samn,H (1n ) is always exactly k(n) − `(n)
$
and for any x ← Samn,H (1n , s), we have Breakn,H (1n , s, fs (x)) = x.
Now we show that when H is chosen uniformly at random from Hn , then getting oracle access to
(LeakH , Breakn,H ) is not very useful. In particular, access to such oracles can be efficiently simulated up
to a small statistical distance. The simulator Sim(1n ) must respond to “sample” queries and to “break”
queries and it does so as follows:
1. Initialization: Set Q := ∅.
2. Sample: On a sample query, with probability p =

|Q|
2k(n)−`(n)

$

output a random x ← Q. Otherwise

choose x ← {0, 1}k(n) , add the tuple x to Q, and output x.
$

3. Break: On a break query (pk, y), first verify (efficiently) that Ver(pk) = 1 and output ⊥ if the check
fails. Else check if there is some x ∈ Q such that fpk (x) = y and, if so, output it and else output ⊥.
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We wish to show that the simulation is good and for any oracle-access (possibly inefficient) M making
at most q(n) queries to its oracle, we have:
Pr
$

[M(Samn,H ,Breakn,H ) (1n ) = 1] −

H ←Hn ,coins(M)

Pr

n

[MSim(1 ) (1n ) = 1]

≤ q(n)2−`(n) .

coins(M,Sim)

First, let us define the event E to be the event that during the execution M(Samn,H ,Breakn,H ) (1n ), the
machine M makes a “break” query (pk, y) such that y 6= fpk (x) for any x returned by a prior “sample”
query, and the response from the oracle is not ⊥. The conditioned on E not occurring, the experiments
are the same, since we can think of Sim(1n ) as just choosing the values of H “on-the-go” as it answers its
sample queries. Therefore the statistical distance between the real game and the simulation is bounded
−1
by Pr[E] which is the probability that the query (pk, y) satisfies that its unique preimage x = fpk
(y) ∈ H,
which is the probability of the attacker being able to guess a new value in H after ≤ q queries, which is
bounded by Pr[E] ≤ q(n)2−`(n) as we wanted to show.
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